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Most gift officers work to maintain strong relationships with their existing 
major donors. They treat these “evergreen” donors—those who consistently 
give year-over-year—to dinner, drinks, coffee, and conversation to continuously 
reinforce the myriad ways the college or university values their contributions. 
This method is low-maintenance and provides a reliable revenue stream. Most 
major gifts teams prefer to work with donors in this way. 

However, the fundraising landscape is changing. Higher education 
advancement organizations of all sizes are grappling with declining 
participation rates and an aging major donor population. The ranks of beloved, 
generous donors are contracting, not growing. Major giving teams need 
new strategies to replenish their strongest donors . The future of fundraising 
success depends upon it.  

 
Examining the Data on Evergreen Donors
Evergreen donors are generous and consistent donors—gift officer gold, but 
65 percent of them are 65 or older. They traditionally continue giving well into 
their 70s, but they can’t give forever. The next wave of donors—those in their 
40s and 50s—have shown declining year-over-year participation rates and 
flattening annual gift sizes.* 

Put simply, the category of donors who currently contribute the largest, most 
reliable donations is shrinking and the group of donors poised to replace them 
is giving less and less.

So, how do colleges and universities that depend on fundraising for 
scholarships, salaries, and operating costs, survive a potentially fatal dip in 
revenue? It’s time to shift focus from maintaining relationships to nurturing a 
donor pipeline. 
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Balancing Today’s Goals with the Long-Term 
Health of Your Program
The best fundraisers think in terms of both short-term goals and long-term 
strategy. The actions fundraisers take now will affect their institution’s 
ability to raise money five, 10 – even 20 years down the road. Without 
continuously developing new prospects, the money will eventually dry up. 
It’s possible to achieve today’s fundraising goals while developing the health 
and vigor of the donor pool for tomorrow.

 
Redeploying Gift Officers to Develop New Major 
Gifts Prospects
It no longer makes sense for gift officers to spend a majority of their time 
with committed evergreen donors. Your first step should be to reduce gift 
officer face time with these donors while still maintaining relationships 
with them. Carefully developing a separate stewardship program designed 
specifically to keep major donors involved, informed, and committed should 
be a top priority. Using newsletters, special updates, events, and social 
media to stay in contact will be different than before but will ultimately free 
up gift officers for work that will provide for the long-term health of your 
program. 

Next step is to reorganize gift officer portfolios to focus on younger, 
emerging major donors.  To maximize their impact, gift officers should 
increase their number of first-time visits and expand their proposal 
activities. Developing relationships with new donors early—before their 
peak earning years is crucial to developing the next generation of evergreen 
donors. But how do you know who has the potential to be your next 
evergreen donor? 

 
Finding Your Fundraising Secret Weapon
The term ‘generational leader’ represents alumni who are around 10 years 
removed from graduation and represent the top 10 percent of their peers 
for giving. They give early, often, and consistently. 

In fact, the average gift size of a generational leader is 9.5 times greater 
than that of their peers, according to data we collected from 131 schools and 
almost 35 million donors*. Generational leaders represent an overlooked 
donor base that feels genuine loyalty to its school and enjoys a higher-than-
average affinity for giving. With the right cultivation strategy, donors from 
this group will become your next generation of evergreen donors. 
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, 
foundations, companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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Using Generational Leaders to Expand Your Major 
Gifts Portfolio 
Generational leaders, by definition, tend to emerge in their 30s. Playing the 
long game with generational leaders in their 30s and 40s allows gift officers 
to build relationships and encourage positive giving habits a full 10-15 years 
before these donors enter their peak earning years. 

Even if generational leaders are just transitioning to leadership annual giving 
or early major gift levels, connecting with them early establishes a consistent 
revenue stream for three, four, and even five decades to come. Tending these 
relationships means walking alongside generational leaders as they expand 
their philanthropy over the course of their lives.  

Looking to the Future
The easy way to meet your giving goals is to lean heavily on evergreen and 
wealthy donors—and, a lot of gift officers do just that. This strategy makes it 
easy to meet short-term goals, but is ultimately self-defeating. That’s why it’s 
so important to identify the right long-term prospects—including generational 
leaders—and get them into your pipeline as early as possible. 

A sustainable, lifetime value strategy for donor acquisition and development 
is possible, but it’s going to require culture change. Embracing new goals and 
priorities in all areas of the advancement organization will help develop the 
next generation of major donors. With a strong group of new donors, you’ll 
be able to ensure fundraising streams are available for future students and 
organizational initiatives.

Developing the next generation of donors starts at the annual giving level. 
Here’s how to find the annual giving donors you’ve been missing.
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